Looking at world news, cutting through the clutter of lies and events to discover reality and truth.

Sharia Police Chief Lashes Rape Victim In Public "It's Her
Fault, She Encouraged It Because She Is Beautiful"
Worldwide Facts You Should Know!
Women 'to blame' for being raped under Sharia law in Indonesia.
Women in the West embrace Islam while women in the Muslim world are being stoned under Sharia law.
Under Sharia law girls can marry at the age of 6, just like the Prophet Muhammad from the Koran did
when he married Aisha.
The practice of FGM (Female genital mutilation) is banned in most Western countries but some Muslim
immigrants are ignoring the law and practicing FGM even in the UK and US.
Human rights organizations in the Western world are turning a blind eye to the brutal violation of human
rights in the Muslim world under Sharia law.
Sharia law should be banned in the Western world.

Religion Of Peace - Really? According To Whom?
Radical Muslim terrorists all over the world carry out terror attacks "in the name of Allah".
They justify their violence by quoting verses from the Quran.
Politicians in the West always claim "Islam is a religion of peace", despite the fact that some Muslims
and even former Muslims such as Ayaan Hirsi Ali, Sandra Solomon claim that there are verses in the
Quran and the Islamic scriptures that call for violence against infidels that often what leads to the
violence and terrorism carried out against infidels by Muslims.

Muslims Claim Most Victimized. It This True Or Does It Really Demonstrate
The Greatest Victim Mentality To Further Their Agenda?
Christians are the world's most persecuted religious group, according to studies.
Christians and other Non-Muslim minorities throughout the Muslim world are being persecuted for being
non-Muslims.
The Christian community in Iraq and Syria was completely annihilated by radical Muslims, anyone who
could not escape and refused to convert to Islam was executed.
The Western world ignores the cruel persecution of Christians in the Muslim world.
Where are all the human rights organizations of the UN? Where are all human rights organizations in
the West?
Please pray for the Christian minorities in the Muslim world.
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What About Islamophobia?
Liberals and leftists in the West use the made up term "Islamophobia" to portray anyone who criticizes
Islam as a "racist".
They ignore the fact that Islam is an ideology that has nothing to do with race. This is critical!
There is an attempt in the West to impose a sharia-blasphemy law to criminalize criticism of Islam.
It started when Saudi Arabia and Muslim countries tried to pass a UN resolution to force Western states
to criminalize criticism of Islam.
The Parliament in Canada passed "Motion M-103" to condemn the so-called "Islamophobia (Fear of
Islam)" in a preparation for a blasphemy law in Canada.
According to the sharia blasphemy law anyone who criticizes Islam or the Prophet Muhammad should
be killed.
Under Sharia blasphemy law in Saudi Arabia and Iran Muslims are executed if they are accused of blasphemy.
In Pakistan, the situation is even worse, radical Muslims use the blasphemy law to persecute the
Christian minority.

This Is The Law The Liberals In The West Want To Adopt.

If you think Sharia blasphemy law has no place in the West, share this post!
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